
About ECI
ECI Telecom delivers ELASTIC network solutions to service providers, utilities, 
and data center/cloud providers worldwide. ECI’s ELASTIC network solutions 
ensure open, future-proof and secure communications. ECI’s solutions are tailor-
made for today while being flexible enough to evolve with the changing needs 
of tomorrow. 

The Need for Interoperability
ECI provides telco service providers with a wide range of network infrastructure 
solutions. Because they work directly with so many service providers globally, 
ECI works in networks that have large and differing multi-vendor ecosystems. It’s 
challenging to develop products that are interoperable with all of the different 
vendors present in the typical IT environment. In order to improve ECI’s ability 
to sell into these multi-vendor ecosystems, the company began searching for a 
solution to enhance its current ability to operate in a fully programmable way in 
these multi-vendor ecosystems.

The Solution: ConfD Basic from Tail-f
ECI’s search for compatibility led it to Tail-f and its ConfD Basic solution following 
a recommendation by a well-known multi-vendor interoperability consortium. 
ECI looked at Tail-f’s ConfD Premium and ConfD Basic solutions. ConfD Basic, 
the free version of ConfD, provides a NETCONF northbound interface and is 
intended to add programmability to a legacy system’s existing management 
plane. This free option of ConfD was a clear choice which met ECI’s needs. 
Because ConfD Basic easily integrates into existing network element software 
architectures, it fit into ECI’s development strategy seamlessly. The company 
made the decision to move forward with ConfD Basic based on the functionality 
as well as the product’s high degree of usability.

“It’s becoming more and more 
difficult to operate as a global telco 
solutions provider because of the 
proliferation of vendors that service 
providers deal with. ConfD Basic has 
helped us to develop vendor-neutral 
products using open standards 
that widen our sales options. The 
automated configuration support 
has significantly improved our 
development process and we look 
forward to more success using 
ConfD in the future.”

—Evyatar Wiesel, RT Embedded 
SW Team Leader
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The Results 
With ConfD Basic in place, ECI’s team has been able to maximize interoperability for its northbound interfaces by utilizing 
YANG data models for its NETCONF configurations. ConfD Basic saves them time and reduces the errors that result 
when using CLI for scripting. In order to fully validate the functionality of the resulting solutions developed with the aid of 
ConfD Basic, ECI participated in the Cisco Network Services Orchestrator (NSO) Interoperability Validation program. The 
Tail-f/Cisco ConfD team helped ECI to quickly participate in the testing and to resolve any issues. ECI now enjoys highly 
automated and configurable programmable network operations via NETCONF and YANG as it develops products for 
service providers globally, with the assurance of full interoperability. 

You can learn more about ConfD Basic and get your free version HERE.

You can learn more about the NSO Interoperability Validation program HERE.

https://developer.cisco.com/site/confD/
https://info.tail-f.com/nso_interop_lab

